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Abstract. The description and identification of corrosion products formed on archaeological iron artefacts need various approaches at different observation scales. Among analytical techniques available to document phase structure at the microscopic range, Raman spectroscopy offers sensitivity and discrimination between iron corrosion products with an easy implementation. Results obtained for iron artefacts corrosion in soils and atmosphere are presented. Corrosion forms observed for anoxic and aerated soils on one hand and indoor atmosphere on the other are documented. Beyond the identification and organisation of corrosion products through hyperspectral imaging, Raman micro-spectroscopy could also provide quantitative phase proportions which will be needed in the proposition of reactivity diagnosis indicators.

Introduction

Iron is widely present in cultural heritage objects and monuments. These artefacts are submitted to corrosion according to their conservation environments which are in most of cases soil or atmosphere. The preservation of these iron heritage artefacts needs the diagnostic of their corrosion state in order to improve restoration treatments and propose new strategies of conservation. For these purposes the knowledge of corrosion mechanisms over long-term is needed to evaluate system chemical/electrochemical stability and to prevent further degradations.

Formulation of hypotheses for long term mechanisms and their validation require the observation and characterisation of the thick corrosion products slowly formed with time on ancient artefacts [1]. Because of the heterogeneity of the corrosion layers with the presence of phases in tiny domains their studies require characterisation at the microscopic scale. Firstly the identification of iron corrosion products calls for their structural fingerprinting and secondly their organisation has to be described until a microscopic range. Among analytical methods able to finely discriminate structures and reach the microanalyses, Raman micro-spectroscopy is a versatile and efficient technique. Moreover its easy implementation, light sample preparation required, conduct to an increase of its use in ancient material science [2].
This paper sets out the recent Raman studies emanating from our teams on iron artefacts corrosion in soil and atmosphere. For buried artefacts the study of different archaeological sites will document the corrosion forms observed for anoxic and aerated soils. In addition different kinds of chlorinated phases involved in the potential post-excavation active corrosion phenomena were identified. For atmospheric corrosion we focus on indoor environment encountered in ancient buildings. Further than the identification and organisation of corrosion products, Raman micro-spectroscopy is proposed for providing quantitative data on the phase proportions which are needed in the establishment of diagnosis indicators.

Experimental

Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed at the LADIR (Laboratoire de Dynamique Interaction et Réactivité) using Notch or Edge filter based microspectrometers. These high luminosity devices allow the recording of Raman spectra even with very low Laser excitation power which is needed to avoid material thermal modification which could easily occur with iron oxides or oxi-hydroxides [3-6]. The first spectrometer used is a LabRam Infinity (Horiba Jobin Yvon) based on a Notch filter, a 1800 lines/mm grating, a local length of 300 mm, a Peltier cooled CCD and equipped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG Laser at 532 nm. The second one is a LabRam HR800 (Horiba Jobin Yvon) characterised by a local length of 800 mm, some Edge filters and a Peltier cooled CCD. For our experiments we use a 600 lines/mm grating (allowing the recording in one acquisition of the whole spectral range of our interest) and the 514 nm emission of an air cooled Ar + Laser. Spectral resolution of both set-ups is around 2 cm⁻¹ and calibration is checked by the 520.5 cm⁻¹ line of silicon. Microanalysis is achieved through Olympus microscopes and classic or long working distance x50 and x100 Olympus objectives. With a x100 objective the analysed diameter area is about 2 µm. Density filters are used to modulate Laser power at the samples. With our spectrometer configurations we have checked that under a x100 objective a power of about 100 µW allows to avoid the thermal modification of all analysed iron corrosion products. Spectra acquisitions are managed by the LabSpec software (Horiba Jobin Yvon), which also drive the recording of spectral maps by controlling an automated XY microscope stage.

Samples. Corrosion in soils is studied by buried artefacts coming from five French archaeological sites [7,8]: Avrilly, Cabaret, Glinet, Montbaron and Montreuil en Caux. Especially we analysed near than 30 samples from the Glinet archaeological site (Normandy, France) an iron production centre of the 16th century. This archaeological site is also characterised by a waterlogged soil because of the ancient dam overhanging the place, which maintains an anoxic environment [9]. At the contrary an aerated environment characterises the corrosion conditions for the four other archaeological sites.

![Fig. 1. Examples of studied excavated objects. a) nail, b) plate, c) cross-section of the whole corrosion system, d) micrography of the corrosion layers (sample Cab21h, Cabaret site).](image)

From all sites numerous iron artefacts without high historical value (as nails, small plates, rod…) could be sampled for analysis. In order to observe the whole corrosion system,
artefacts were sampled with the adhering soil, embedded in epoxy resin and a cross-section is polished at a metallographic quality under ethanol to proscribe water damaging for the system (Fig. 1). Their observation in cross-sections allows to study the stratigraphy and organisation of corrosion products. From metal to soil, the cross-section is described as follow [10]: the metallic substrate (with some slag inclusions), the dense product layer (corrosion products with markers from the metal, i.e. slag inclusions), the transformed medium (corrosion products with markers from the soil, i.e. quartz grain) and the soil (free of corrosion products).

Long term atmospheric indoor corrosion could be studied with iron pieces used as metallic reinforcements in medieval buildings, mainly cathedrals [11]. Above all an extensive sampling was performed on the iron chain of the Amiens cathedral in order to obtain a representative description of its corrosion [12]. This reinforcement chain was settled in 1497 around the Triforium to strengthen the building structure after its construction in the XIIIth century (Fig. 2). Millimetre-length samples were prepared as described above for stratigraphic observation and analysis.

**Fig. 2.** a) View of the Triforium reinforcing chain in the Amiens cathedral (France), b) Green lines indicate its arrangement around the building, c) Example of collected sample.

**Raman identification of iron corrosion products**

The effective Raman scattering of iron corrosion products allows their detection even with excitations at low Laser power with reasonable spectra accumulation time, and their respective spectra exhibit characteristics features which clearly fingerprint their structural nature and state. Literature Raman studies of iron oxides or oxyhydroxides are published in works dealing with their structure/mineralogy [13-18,3], corrosion and electrochemistry [19-33,4], pigments [34-37], characterisation of ferrofluids [38,39]. Because Raman spectral shapes could be strongly affected by excitation wavelength (resonance effects) and spectrometers specifications, the scrupulous spectra comparison over different studies (set-up) should be carried out with precautions. Especially spectra obtained with non high luminosity spectrometers (those of high luminosity are only available since the end of the nineties) are distinguished by some poor signal/noise ratio, or could be sometime affected by heating effects [16] induced by Laser power needed for significant scattering detection.
Raman spectra recorded using our devices from commercial or synthesized iron oxides or oxyhydroxides usually encountered as corrosion products are presented in Fig. 3. Phases which display the stronger Raman scattering are: Lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH), Goethite (α-FeOOH) and the chlorinated oxyhydroxide Akaganeite (β-FeOOH). Hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) only found in case of corrosion at high temperature (or as the result of a Laser heating) also presents an intense spectrum characterised under a green excitation by the weighty resonant 1310 cm⁻¹ band. On the other hand Maghemite (γ-Fe₂O₃) and Magnetite (Fe₃O₄) oxides present weaker spectra with also fewer distinct vibrational bands not always specific of these phases, reasons which could make difficult their detection or distinction especially in case of complex phase mixtures [40].

Corrosion forms recognised for buried artefacts

According to the conditions of corrosion: anoxic or aerated, two main corrosions forms were observed for studied artefacts. The Fig. 4 shows a representative example of the Glinet samples stratification [7,10]. The main phase is an iron carbonate (siderite) where SEM-EDS analyses have shown the content of some calcium at 1 to 4 %mass. However the short compositional range of this solid solution between calcium and iron carbonate explored did not allows its precise description by its Raman spectra. Thanks to the small analysing spot a fine strip of about 5 to 10 µm thick could be identified as magnetite. The Fig. 4 presents an example of Raman map across this magnetite strip underlined by the imaging of the 670 cm⁻¹ band intensity. In this situation this layer seems to be a marker of the limit of the original surface of the object [41,42]. Other noticeable features are calcite grains and (Fig. 4) a sulphur rich strip (up to 17 %mass measured by SEM-EDS) for which no meaningful Raman spectra could be collected. Precise interpretation of this layer is still under debate, one possibility could be the consequence of a biological activity. The summary of the typical corrosion form of the Glinet site (anoxic environment) is presented in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 3. Representative Raman spectra for some corrosion products. λ = 532 nm, Laser power at sample <100 µW, acquisition time from 15 min (a-d) to 60 min (e-f).
Recent results had shown that for some Glinet sample another carbonated phase could be identified in the dense product layer with its main Raman band at 1073 cm\(^{-1}\) which correspond to an iron hydroxicarbonate (Fe\(_2\)(OH)\(_2\)CO\(_3\)) \([9,30,43]\). Therefore further investigations are needed to clarify this phase formation and its role in the corrosion mechanisms.

For corrosion in aerated soil, the samples from the four other sites analysed by microRaman characterisation allows the description of another corrosion products organisation summarised in Fig. 5b. The main phase is goethite striated in the dense corrosion products by discontinuous strips composed by magnetite often mixed with maghemite. An example of sample cross-section and its representative Raman spectra is given in Fig. 6.
Beyond these general organisations of the corrosion products, other ferrous phases which contain chlorine could be found close to the metal-oxides interface for all studied sites [44]. These chlorinated phases are responsible for the possible rapid and dramatic corrosion phenomena which occur after excavation because of the modification of system equilibrium with by among others the sudden supply of oxygen. In literature the chlorine containing phase

![Image](image.jpg)

Fig. 6. Characteristic cross-section of corrosion in aerated environment (Cabaret sample Cab16), a) spectra showing by the 670 cm\(^{-1}\) band enlargement for higher wavenumbers the presence of maghemite mixed with magnetite, b) Goethite spectrum.

mentioned is akaganeite (see for example [45]). Studies on our sample corpus have underlined the presence of another chlorinated iron compound: the iron hydroxychloride (\(\beta\)-Fe\(_2\)(OH)\(_3\)Cl) [46]. A distribution of these components is presented in Fig. 7 with their respective Raman spectra. Following their recognition and the study of their distributions [44,47] some mechanisms of formation were proposed [8]. The identification of two different phases containing chlorine will need to be fed back to the studies dealing with desalinisation treatments.

![Image](image.jpg)

Fig. 7. Localisation (sample Cab5) of the two chlorinated phases identified and their respective Raman spectra, presented also for their high frequencies part (OH region) which especially fingerprint the iron hydroxychloride.
Indoor atmospheric corrosion

Mechanisms of long-term atmospheric corrosion mechanisms are driven by wet-dry cycles [48]. As during the wetting stage the amount of iron oxidised is higher than the corresponding oxygen consumption [49] some constituents of the corrosion layer themselves should be involved in the iron oxidation [50]. Therefore the composition and organisation of the rust layer must be finely documented to precise the corrosion mechanisms and further some indexes to diagnose the corrosion state might be proposed. The specificity of Raman spectroscopy for this purpose is to be able to obtain spectral signatures for all involved oxides or oxyhydroxides even for those poorly crystallised.

Fig. 8. Raman spectra acquired in 300s for poorly crystallised hydrated iron III oxide or oxyhydroxide: maghemite, 2-lines and 6-lines ferrihydrites, feroxyhite and a representative spectrum from light gray marbles of an Amiens sample.

The rust layer is described as a goethite matrix, some localised zones of lepidocrocite and marblings with phases typified by weak Raman spectra dominated by a large band around 700 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8) [11]. The precise structural attribution of such spectrum is not obvious because several phases could display similar spectra: ferrihydrites (Fe\(_5\)H\(_8\), 4H\(_2\)O; with two types called 2-lines and 6-lines [17] depending on their X-ray diffraction pattern), feroxyhite (\(\delta\)-FeOOH [21,51]) and maghemite in case of deteriorated spectrum by a low counting statistic or a poor crystallisation state (Fig. 8). Rather than a guess for each acquired spectrum, a first general approach is to attribute such spectrum in a generic way to a poorly crystallised hydrated iron III oxide or oxyhydroxide. The last identified phase is akaganeite located in the external part of the rust and around cracks. This general organisation is illustrated on Fig. 9 with qualitative structural imaging extracted from a Raman hyperspectral map following the procedure described in [11] which underline some complex phase mixtures even at the range of the analysed area under a x100 objective.

However beyond this qualitative approach, the search for indexes usable for diagnosis purposes will require the collect of quantitative data about phase proportions, because associated with reactivity characteristics [52,53] of each phases it will help the evaluation of system stability.

The current approach proposes a phase quantification using the Raman spectrum decomposition into a linear combination of pure phase spectra [12,54]. As a result suggestions of phase quantitative distribution could be proposed as shown on Fig. 9. With the qualitative
approach the image contrast is arbitrary chosen to call attention to major phase distribution. The subjectivity of this treatment is overcome by the quantitative maps where colour levels are related to contents range. Furthermore if a significant part of the sample is scanned by Raman maps, the global phase proportions in the rust could be estimated by making the average of all spots measured.

![Raman structural imaging](image)

**Fig. 9.** Raman structural imaging (sample Am IVE110, Amiens, obj. x50) with the comparison of phase mapping between qualitative treatment (from spectrum region of interest) and semi-quantitative results from spectral decomposition.

### Conclusions

Ancient iron artefacts considered as analogues of material long term behaviour could bring key information to document corrosion mechanisms. Associated with the possibility to diagnose the object conservation state these lead to the proposition of appropriate conservation or curative treatment for cultural heritage preservation. Both research and analytical expertises involve multi-techniques approaches dealing with nature and reactivity of corrosion products.

As presented in this paper for several iron corrosion environments, Raman microspectroscopy has proved its ability to bring structural characterisation at the micro-scale, qualitative phase distribution maps and with in progress developments of spectra treatments the possibility to evaluate phase proportions. Furthermore the user friendly implementation of Raman measurements compatible with classic or minimal sample preparation will ensure the development of its use within the analytical strategies developed for the study of ancient iron corrosion.
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